POWERMAX PRO GSM
Internal GSM module for PowerMax Pro

1. INTRODUCTION
The internal GSM module enables the PowerMax Pro system to operate over a GSM/GPRS cellular network.

2. INSTALLATION
1. Open the PowerMax Pro:
   - Release screws
   - Slide top cover
   - Open cover

2. Plug in the GSM module and fasten it with the screw:
   - GSM
   - Front unit

3. Mount the optional GSM external antenna on the desired site surface, connect its connector to the internal GSM module and insert the SIM card, as shown below.
   - External GSM antenna cable (optional)
   - SIM card insertion
     - Slide top cover
     - Open cover
     - Slide SIM card into cover
     - Rotate cover to close
     - Lock cover to close

3. DEFINING GSM PARAMETERS
Refer to the PowerMax Pro installer guide section 4.6

IMPORTANT
1. Before inserting SIM card, deactivate its PIN code (by using a cellular telephone).
2. Do not insert or remove SIM card when the control panel is Powered by AC power or battery.

Warning!
If external antenna removal is required, hold its connector (not the cable) and pull it out. This prevents damage to the P.C.B.